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An Evolution of Vehicle Surface Infusions and
Enhancements
“First it was polymer-infused Simoniz  DoubleBond™ with a 30-day bead-
up warranty, next carnauba-infused Simoniz  Hot Wax and Shine® for 
shine & protection, then ceramic-infused Simoniz Ceramic Sealant™  to 
seal in that shine and now it’s graphene-infused Simoniz Carbonite™
surface hardener that extends the shine”.
   —Bill Gorra, CEO and Technical Director
      Simoniz USA
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 Graphene-Infused Surface Hardener
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SO, WHAT IS GRAPHENE?

Graphene is a single layer of graphite, one atom thick. A 
carbon-based nanoparticle, graphene is arranged in a
honeycomb structure. This very thin substance is often
referred to as the “miracle material”, being the lightest 
and strongest material known. “It’s harder than diamond 
and 200x tougher than steel”, yet it is fl exible which 
makes it a great addition to the automotive cleaning and 
coating world. 

And why is it the new “buzz” for vehicle coatings?

Because of its honeycomb structure and chemistry, 
graphene-infused Carbonite has a very high water con-
tact angle (125°), a measure of wettability of a solid, 
compared to most coatings currently being applied. As 
a result, any moisture, like rainwater, will easily slide off 
thereby leaving minimal risk of any water evaporating 
on the surface and resulting in water spots. These water 
spots will etch into the coating and eventually into the 
paint fi nish. 

Because of its diamond-like strength, graphene-infused 
Carbonite has a very high abrasion resistance. Simoniz®

Carbonite will protect the surface from fi ne marks, swirls 
and scratches.

Its strength also makes it a barrier since no chemical or 
material can penetrate its structure. And as a surface 
hardener, it is very effective in reducing 
microbial induced corrosion. Since water 
molecules cannot penetrate graphene, it 
provides excellent anti-corrosion protection
for your vehicle. 

Also, our graphene-infused Carbonite is known for its 
thermal and electrical conductivity. Because of this prop-
erty it can safely be described as “anti-static”. For a 
vehicle, this means its coating will repel dust and other 
micro-particles, which is a real concern for most vehicle 
owners.

And  last  but  certainly  not  least, graphene-infused  Simoniz® 

Carbonite enhances the appearance of your vehicle
by leaving a glossy, shiny and wet durable fi nish. 

It’s all the buzz!

Graphene...
“It’s harder than diamond

and 200x tougher than steel.”

by leaving a glossy, shiny and wet durable fi nish. 



Simoniz Carbonite™ POS
Great brand visibility

Simoniz Carbonite™
LED Lighted Sign - 18” Shield 

Simoniz Carbonite™
55 Gallon Drum Cover

Simoniz Carbonite™
Antenna Sign - 42”x59”

Simoniz Carbonite™
“Lollipop” Sign

Simoniz Carbonite™
Windmaster Insert - 28”x44”

Simoniz Carbonite™ Arch
(with strobe lights)

136.34” x 168”

Item# WMIN2844CARBON 

Item# CARBON1MCWW

Item#  CARBONITE18
 CARBONITE18PED

Item#  DC55CARBONITE Item#  ANWMCARBONITE Item#  CARBONLOLLIPOP
           CARBONLOLLIPED



█  Extreme durability...
  extends the “shine time”

█  Improves surface hardness

█  Improves gloss and “surface slickness”

█  Highly hydrophobic 

█  Reduces water spotting

█  Anti-corrosion against road salt and  
  other contaminates 

█  Oxidation and UV protection 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF 
GRAPHENE-INFUSED
SIMONIZ CARBONITE™?
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= A CA$H INFUSION

Item#  Size   
S0555225 2x2.5 gal
S0555005 5 gal pail
S0555030 30 gal drum
S0555055 55 gal drum


